Note: Older issues of Quaker Eco-Bulletin may have the old QEW address, so please note that our current address is QEW, P. O. Box 6787, Albany, CA 94706.

Quaker Earthcare Witness published a bi-monthly Quaker Eco-Bulletin reporting on "Information and Action Addressing Public Policy for an Ecologically Sustainable World," covering a variety of topics. Each issue of QEB is a four-page article about legislative or corporate policy issues affecting our society's relationship to the earth.

QEB provides:

- Information from a faith-based perspective about upcoming government or corporate policy decisions.
- Sources for additional information.
- Action opportunities.

The vision of Quaker Earthcare Witness (QEW) includes "integrating into the beliefs and practices of the Religious Society of Friends the Truths that God's Creation is to be held in reverence in its own right, and that human aspirations for peace and justice depend upon restoring the Earth's ecological integrity." As a member organization of Friends Committee on National Legislation, QEW seeks to strengthen Friends' support for FCNL's witness in Washington, D.C., for peace, justice, and an earth restored.
QEB's purpose is to advance Friends' witness on public and institutional policies that affect the earth's capacity to support life. QEB articles aim to inform Friends about public and corporate policies that have an impact on society's relationship to the earth, and to provide analysis and critique of societal trends and institutions that threaten the health of the planet.

QEB Editorial Contact: Judy Lumb

Quaker Eco-Bulletin Guidelines

QEW no longer actively publishes Eco-Bulletins but welcomes new ideas for publications. Please contact the Editorial team with your ideas.

Necessary Action to Address Climate Change [4]
July-August 2014

A Tribute to Sandra Lewis [5]
March - April 2012

Quaker Eco-Justice Strategy: Equality and the Experiment of the Earth Quaker Action Team [6]
January - February 2012

12:1 Quaker Eco-Justice Strategy: Equality and the Experiment of the Earth Quaker Action Team [7]
January - February 2012

Rethinking Investment: The Responsibility to Protect and the Economics of Right Relationship [8]
September - October 2011

July - August 2011

11:3 Social Fairness and Ecological Integrity [10]
May - June 2011

March - April 2011

11:1 Gandhi Statue Blocks Entrance to Goldman Sachs in Boston [12]
January - February 2011
The Dialogue on Money Continues [13]
November - December 2010

Earthy Activism—Changing the World with Head and Heart [14]
September - October 2010

Earth Quaker Action Team [15]
July - August 2010

An Earth Restored: Natural Capital, Deep Ecology, and the Commons [16]
May - June 2010

The Place of Money in an Earth Restored [17]
March - April 2010

Climbing to a Whole-World View [18]
January - February 2010

Rich Countries Must Pay their Emissions Debt [19]
September - October 2009

Quaker Eco-Bulletin: The First Nine Years [20]
July - August 2009

How on Earth Do We Live Now? [21]
May - June 2009

Steps on the Ladder to an Earth Restored: Quaker Faith on the Job [22]
March - April 2009

A National Climate-Change Program: Building on State and Regional Initiatives [23]
January - February 2009

High Food Prices: A Silver Lining [24]
September - October 2008

We Need a Ladder: Avoiding Depression While Downsizing (double issue) [25]
July - August 2008
“What is the Moral Assignment?” Re-Visioning the Quaker Peace Testimony  [26]
May - June 2008

What Can We Do about Climate Change?  [27]
March - April 2008

Riding the Rails to an Energy-Efficient Transportation Future  [28]
January - February 2008

ZERI: A Philosophy and Methodology to Reinvent the World  [29]
November - December 2007

The 2007 Food and Farm Bill  [30]
September - October 2007

It's the Economy, Friend  [31]
July - August 2007

Climate, Energy, and Human Security  [32]
May - June 2007

Money and Growth  [33]
March - April 2007

Ethics and Economic Theory  [34]
January - February 2007

U.S. Population Passes 300 Million  [35]
November - December 2006

In Friendship with the Earth: Friends Testimonies and Nuclear Energy  [36]
September - October 2006

Changing World View and Friends Testimonies  [37]
July - August 2006

Conservation and Resource Management in the West  [38]
Trade, Patents, the WTO, and Beyond [39]

March - April

Friends Testimonies & Economics Project Summary [40]

January - December 2006

Nuclear Energy and Care of the Earth [41]

July - August 2005

Asking the “Rights” Question: Human Beings, Corporations, and Self-governance [42]

November - December 2005

Global Climate Change: A Review and Update on Climate Science [43]

September - October 2005

Friends’ Economic Witness & Sustainable Commerce [44]

May - June 2005

Review of “Putting Dignity & Rights at the Heart of the Global Economy: A Quaker Perspective” [45]

March - April 2005

Quaker Eco-Witness for National Legislation: QNL (What’s That?) [46]

January - December 2005

Population Issues and Challenges in the 21st Century [47]
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American Exceptionalism and Human Solidarity [48]
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Eco-Friendly Persuasion [49]
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Renewable Energy is Something Everyone Can Buy [50]
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Economics for Spaceship Earth: A Time for Witness—A Time for Service [51]
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Clean Air, Clean Skies, Plain Truth [52]
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Epistle from FCUN: The Real Costs of "Free Trade" [55]
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Family and Individually Operated Farms and Sustainable Communities [56]
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Emergency Contraception, Abortion, and Population Stabilization [57]
March - April 2003

Quaker Eco-Witness News 2002 [58]
January - February 2003

The Financial Economy and the Earth's Ecosystems [59]
July - August 2002

Economic Valuation of Ecosystem Services [60]
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The Pending Water Crisis [61]
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The New Call for a Jubilee: How Friends Can Aid a Convergence [62]
January 2014

Global Change: It’s not Just the Climate [63]
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The Growth Dilemma: Understanding the Need for Change [64]

March - April 2011

Rethinking Investment: The Responsibility to Protect and the Economics of Right Relationship [65]
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The U.N. Green Economy Initiative: A Critique [66]
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Social Fairness and Ecological Integrity [67]

May - June 2011

Gandhi Statue Blocks Entrance to Goldman Sachs in Boston [68]

January - February 2011
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November - December 2010

Earthly Activism—Changing the World with Head and Heart [70]

September - October 2010

Earth Quaker Action Team [71]
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An Earth Restored: Natural Capital, Deep Ecology, and the Commons [72]

May - June 2010

The Place of Money in an Earth Restored [73]

March - April 2010

Climbing to a Whole-World View [74]

January - February 2010

How on Earth Do We Live Now? Natural Capital and Deep Ecology: A Circle of Discernment [75]

May - June 2009
What Can We Do about Climate Change? [76]
March - April 2008

U. S. Population Passes 300 Million [77]
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Changing World View and Friends Testimonies [78]
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Friends' Economic Witness and Sustainable Commerce [79]
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March - April 2005

Population [81]
May - June 2001

Tweet [82]